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Disengaged employees often stem from a place of stress in the workforce. According
to Dynamic Signal’s Annual State of Employee Communication and Engagement Study,
workforce stress is on the rise. The study found the biggest culprit of workplace stress
comes from communication, specifically ineffective employee communication and
siloed information.

By The Numbers
80%

of employees report feeling stressed out due to poor company communication
– a 30% increase since 2018

63%

of employees are considering quitting as a result of poor communication – up
from 34% in 2018

60%

of employees feel unhappy in their jobs because of ineffective communication
at work

78%

of employees said employee communication and engagement should be a
higher priority for their current employer

On the other hand, when employees
are engaged - that is, involved in,
enthusiastic about and committed to
their work and workplace - organizations
can see a measurable impact on their
company. According to Engagement
Survey leaders, DecisionWise notes that
engaged companies grow profits as much
as 3 times faster than their competitors;
highly engaged employees are 87% less
likely to leave the organization; and
engaged workplaces have 2 times
higher customer loyalty, 2 times higher
productivity, and 2 times lower turnover.
How Engaged Are Your Employees?

The Hierarchy Impact of
Employee Engagement

“If on average your employees are
75% engaged, disengagement is
costing you 25% of your payroll every
month in productivity alone.”
-Matthew Kelly, The Dream Manager
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Employee Engagement

Whether you feel your employees’
engagement is high or low, you cannot
take actionable steps until you have a true
measure on the pulse of your workplace.
Let’s begin with the three types of
employees, according to Gallup:
1. Engaged: Employees work with
passion and feel a profound connection
to their company: they are your highperformers.
2. Not-Engaged: Employees are
essentially “checked out.”
3. Actively Disengaged: Employees
aren’t just unhappy at work; they’re busy
acting out their unhappiness.
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As the discretionary effort increases, it not only increases productivity, but also increases
the overall patient experience.

In Their Own Words
Connecting with employees through
various touchpoints is the only way to
measure what employees are truly thinking
and feeling. Through their own words
you will discover which employees are
totally disengaged, which are moderately
engaged but have specific concerns that
disengage them, or where other employees
are thriving due to their engagement.
Where do you begin?

Employee Personas

Empathy Maps

Using broad strokes, outline your company’s top
3-5 largest groups. Ideally all employees will fall
into one of these groups. For example, groups
could be divided into Corporate, Management
and Field.

Concentrate on the employee persona. What
does that persona think/feel, hear, see, say
and do? What are their pain points? Where are
opportunities for gain?

Then, organize the employee groups in a
matrix with key attributes and define at least
one persona per group. Within those groups
there will be different levels, such as entrylevel or experienced; dispersed teams or not;
and whether they provide knowledge, perform
tasks or perform labor. Considering your key
objectives, hone in on the group, attribute or
persona whose engagement will most heavily
influence your goals. This is the group to
understand in the most depth and focus your
efforts on.

Focus Group
When selecting focus groups, ensure you have
clear objectives before bringing people together.
The exercises in your focus group should help
you assess, validate and refine your employee
personas. They should also allow you to update
and further develop existing goals while allowing
influence from the groups to create new goals.

Focus Group: Tips
Consider resources and level-set
expectations. Decide how many focus
groups you have resources to conduct.
This will influence if you choose a group of
blended personas or separate groups for
each.
Don’t be afraid to get creative. If your most
important personas are extremely hard to
reach, do not shy away! These individuals
are the most important to have contact with
to make sure you understand them. Don’t be
afraid to get creative about how to engage
them and motivate them to participate.

Don’t let a few voices turn your strategy
upside down. If you find the focus groups
represent the exact opposite of your
personas, prove out those new findings with
the broader audience before completely redirecting. If the broader applicable audience
reinforces the opposing findings, then it
will be important to understand why your
perception was so far off before resetting the
project.

Surveys
Surveys are the most obvious method of gathering data and feedback in the healthcare industry.
Sending anonymous surveys to your employees will allow them a platform to express their true
feelings without fear of blow-back. They may see something as an issue in the organization that you,
as a leader, weren’t aware of. If you start seeing trends and consistencies within their responses, that
is a clear indication you have an issue that needs to be addressed.

FEEDBACK

DATA

Conduct at a Regular
Cadence

Include All Employees

Garner Intentional Buy-In
and Follow-Through

Give an Anonymous
Option

Suggestion Boxes

Ask Meaningful, Clear
Questions

Regularly Monitor

The keys to an effective employee
engagement survey are:
FEEDBACK

DATA

Conduct at a Regular Cadence

Employee engagement is not one-and-done,
therefore neither is gathering employee feedback
and data. Engagement surveys should be done at
least annually with the ideal frequency on a pulsing
schedule. Examples include: Surveying different
departments quarterly, and clustering surveys
around work anniversaries or promotions.

Give an Anonymous Option
While the ability to take a 360-degree view of
managers’ and employees’ survey results is
valuable, greater value is found when employees
are open and honest with their feedback. There
should be an anonymous option for all employees,
as some will only feel comfortable indicating their
engagement level if they are assured there will not
be repercussions for disengagement or workplace
concerns.

Include All Employees
Every employee at every level must be surveyed
for employee engagement. From the CIO to
the entry-level landscaping assistant, each
employee’s feedback is equally valuable.
This is particularly critical to determine
if communication has a major impact on
employee engagement. Measuring a manager’s
feedback in direct comparison with their team
members’ will highlight recurring - or disparate viewpoints and themes.

Ask Meaningful, Clear Questions
Asking employees if they feel “engaged on a scale
of 1-10” has benefits, but there must be a qualitative
aspect to along with the ranked numbers. Asking
“Why?” after the numbered ranking is not specific
enough. Ask your employees, “What makes you feel
involved at work? What makes you feel excluded?
When are you at your happiest while working?”

Garner Intentional Buy-In and
Follow-Through
As a general survey rule, only conduct surveys if
you intend to do something with the data. To ensure
data is put to use, ensure there is ownership of the
data and that there is an action plan with buy-in at
multiple levels of leadership. Mid-tier managers and
the C-suite alike must know, care about and follow
through with their tasks when surveys are completed
to ensure all employee concerns are addressed.
Thus, they can then make appropriate changes to
drive engagement higher.

Suggestion Boxes
If small changes are adding up to disengagement,
an employee can share the small things that are
beginning to contribute to their engagement, and
leadership can address these issues quickly before
an employee becomes so disengaged they quit or
actively work against other engaged employees.
One suggestion box will not be enough, no matter
the size of your facility. Everyone should feel
comfortable using a suggestion box when they have
feedback, so boxes should be placed in frequented
locations.

Regularly Monitor
Because employees should be encouraged to
provide feedback whenever they feel inclined, this
could lead to frequent suggestions populating the
boxes. Letting feedback sit for days or weeks - or
longer - will be detrimental to the system and will not
only stagnate employee disengagement, but could
even further disengage and cause more harm.

Surveys are the most obvious
method of gathering data and
feedback in the healthcare
industry. Sending anonymous
surveys to your employees
will allow them a platform to
express their true feelings
without fear of blow-back.

After Gathering Feedback
Keep the following top of mind when reviewing your
gathered feedback:
a. Comments are as important as scores. Knowing if
your employees have an average engagement of 5/10
or 8/10 is a major indicator of where your workplace
stands, but the true frustrations or praise will be
detailed in the comments.
b. Note the themes that recur in employees’ answers.
i. What are the top 3-4 areas where employees are
happiest or most content?
ii. What are your top 3-4 areas of opportunity for
improvement?
iii. Where could change/improvement have the
greatest impact?

Addressing Issues with Action Plans
An action plan is the tool that ensures the data you
collected informs the issues within the workplace and
creates a path to address them. Every organization’s
action plan will look different, but the major components
of what you are aiming to do, who is assigned to do it,
and how it will be done must be delineated.
What you are trying to improve/impact within the
workplace, and how this action plan will improve/impact it
Who will lead the project
Who will be a part of the project
What action each participant owns
How progress will be tracked
How you will know when the action plan is completed
(and if it is ever truly complete)
Milestone to track along the way and a space to note
progression
What a successfully completed action plan will look like
e.g., Will you see improved scores on the next survey? A
change in policy?

Communications
Action plans, progress and completion must be communicated to everyone involved in the
employee engagement measurement process. From the entry-level landscaping employee to
the CIO, every person who works in your facility has a stake in the overall engagement. Too little
communication within an organization leads to several issues, and after employees’ voices are
heard via surveys or suggestion boxes, they need to know what the organization is doing to address
those items.

Three ways to share
general updates:
1. Written and shared via email.
2. Discuss verbally with your
team.
3. Post ongoing progress on a
shared dashboard.

Three ways to share
organization-wide plan
updates:

Three ways to share
site-specific plan updates:

1. Cadenced dashboard posting.

1. 1-on-1s.

2. Email updates.

2. Team huddles.

3. Intranet access to updates.

3. Post progress on an in-shop
dashboard.

Who should be involved
in seeing results?
The short answer is everyone. While leaders
and directors should be given results early to
process, and may be the ones disseminating
information to their teams, all employees who
participated in the survey should be a part
of a results discussion. Results discussions
should also be held at every level of leadership
for more in-depth conversations, questions,
and feedback. Even a site manager needs to
be keyed into the discussion so they know how
the action plan is affecting their facility and
employees.

What is the desired outcome
of your action plan?
a. Be clear on what you want to
accomplish.
b. Note how you will know when
the action plan is complete
and whether or not it is
successful.
c. Explore fringe benefits to the
action plan items and include
them in your plans, i.e., By
taking leadership in this
activity, Joanna will increase
her leadership skills, etc

Use Data to
Measure Improvements
Having thorough, clear, reliable data is the best
way to truly gauge your operations. Too often,
however, strategies, tools and tactics employed
in facility operations hinge largely on personal
experience, preferences and hunches. While
there’s great value in personal perspective,
basing decisions on shifting values and
information invariably leaves blind spots and
gaping holes where resources slip through.
Measuring where your employees currently are
is the only way to see the improvement along the
way. The following metrics are key to tracking
your current state and how far you can go:
1. Sentiment
2. Engagement
3. Affinity
4. Retention Rates/Turnover
5. Promotions

You must also invest in your employees.
Whether monetarily or with continuing
education resources or benefits, investing in
your employees will show that you care about
them as people. The benefits to your facility will
inevitably stem from your employees feeling
appreciated and valued.

While there’s great value in
personal perspective, basing
decisions on shifting values
and information invariably
leaves blind spots and gaping
holes where resources slip
through.

Ongoing Employee
Engagement Practices
Employee engagement is never one-and-done.
Once an initial survey has been conducted and
feedback assessed, there must be a long-term
plan in place. Items cannot be merely a box
checked off and considered complete, but must
shift as items are completed and goal posts
inevitably move.
No matter how the format or frequency adjusts,
there needs to remain a core set of questions.
You can make adjustments to some questions,
but the core set should never change so you
can always compare to a baseline.
Don’t forget to ensure leadership buy-in, not
just at the top, but at the departmental levels
as well. Departments influence the greater
organization. Buy-in from individual departments
that consistently encourage feedback will help
influence other departments and employees to
participate as well.
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Conclusion
Your employees have the potential to make
some of the biggest impacts on your healthcare
facilities, no matter their role. When they are
disgruntled and disengaged, the repercussions
could ripple far beyond your facilities walls.
Take the time to truly understand how your
employees feel and examine how that impacts
the patient experience. Listening to your
employees and making them feel more engaged
is important alone, but the benefits will far
outweigh the time, cost and growing pains to
have a fully engaged staff.
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